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0.1 Abstract

Many epidemics are well modeled by a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions. However, this is not always the case. As an example, the number
of infected people in the flu epidemic of 1918 demonstrates dynamics that
can not be reproduced by a system of ODEs. Furthermore, with the world
becoming increasingly connected and with information flow becoming almost
ubiquitous and instantaneous, it seems reasonable to explore how space and
information might influence an epidemic. This can be done with a system
of PDEs. However, PDEs are often mathematically intractable and must be
approximated by discretization and numerical methods on a computer. This
project makes an attempt to incorporate spatial information and possible
reactions of people to an emerging epidemic by using an agent based model.
The initial results show different qualitative behavior for a change in one of
two parameters.

0.2 Introduction

Recently, an epidemic of a strain of flu caused such concern from the World
Health Organization that it gave the situation the second highest level of
severity. The news was inundated with the number of confirmed cases, the
countries and states that were affected, and advice. Among the news sto-
ries was advice from a risk analyst to withdraw cash from ATMs and to
stockpile nonperishable food, water, and gasoline. Cities in Mexico closed
all businesses and services deemed to be non-essential such as schools, muse-
ums, and restaurants. Cities in the United States of America closed schools.
These were attempts to stop the spread of the disease by minimizing social
contact.

Had the flu been more deadly, another behavior from people may have
been widely observed; flight.

It seemed that everyone knows about the epidemic, but no one knows
anyone that has a confirmed case of the ’swine flu’. This epidemic is a
demonstration of how fast and thoroughly information can travel and of how
such information can affect public policy and individual behavior.

This epidemic is not yet over, and some nations are suggesting that WHO
raise the level to the highest level (level 6).

This model does not attempt to model the recent H1N1 epidemic. It is
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an attempt to incorporate previously observed reactions to knowledge of or
contact with an infected individual. That is, it permits individuals to react to
other individuals and those individuals states by either removing themselves
from the network or by fleeing in a single direction for a period of time. The
method used in this project is an agent based model. An agent based model
is a computational model in which many autonomous agents interact with
and react to their environment or other agents. An agent based model can
be considered to be an extension of a cellular automaton model.

0.3 Disease Models

There are a number of different models used to describe the spread of disease.
The simplest useful model is an SI model. Here, ’S’ is used to denote the
number of susceptible individuals and ’I’ is used to denote the number of
infected individuals. The model consists of a system of ODEs:

dS

dt
= −βSI (1)

dI

dt
= βSI (2)

’β’ is a parameter that describes the ease of transmission of the disease.
The product ’SI’ describes the probability of a susceptible individual and an
infected individual interacting. The system describes a flow from a ’suscep-
tible’ pool to an ’infected’ pool.

Another model is the SIR model. The ’R’ is used to denote ’removed’ or
’recovered’. ’Removed’ allows for a combination of the people who recover
and those that die. The simplest version of this is described by the system
of ODEs:

dS

dt
= −βSI (3)

Here, ’α’ is the parameter describing the flow from the ’infected’ pool to
the ’removed’ pool. The assumption is that this flow is proportional to the
number of people that are infected.
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To test whether an agent based model could match the ODEs description,
an SI model was created in Matlab. Figure1 shows the ’s’ shaped curve that
results from the ODE system for an SI model with given parameters. Figure2
shows the result of the agent based model described. The two have the same
overall shape, though the axis have different values. This demonstrates that
the agent based model can produce the same results as the system of ODEs.

Figure 1: ODE model b = 0.00013

0.4 Agent Based Models

As in cellular automata, an agent based model is a lattice and a set of rules
to update values at the lattice sites. A CAs lattice sites can take a finite
number of values which defines its state. Each cell then updates according
to some rule simultaneously. The agent based model (ABM) is different in
that each site can have a vector which defines the state of the ’agent’ that
is on that lattice point. An ABM can also have ’environmental’ states on
the lattice which can also change the behavior of an agent that is in the cell.
This is useful, for example, when modeling bacterial growth or fire.

For this ABM, we define a space of square cells and boundaries such that
the cells may be placed on the surface of a torus. We define the neighborhood
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Figure 2: Agent Based Model

for the system as the Moore neighborhood.
The space of cells will be represented as a matrix. If a cell is unoccupied,

its value is set to zero. If a cell is occupied, it may take one of two values,
depending on the state of the agent. If the agent is infected, the cell it is in is
assigned the value −1. If the agent is not infected, the cell is given the value
of 1. The agents themselves are represented by vectors. The vector contains
information such as whether the agent is afraid, how long it has been afraid,
and which direction it will travel.

Initially, the matrix is uniformly populated with agents approximating a
user-defined density. A single agent is infected and a single agent is removed.

An agent will become infected with a user-defined probability if there is
an infected agent in its neighborhood. An agent will become afraid with
user-defined probabilities if it has an infected agent in its neighborhood or
if it has an afraid agent in its neighborhood that is not hiding. An agent
becomes ’removed’ after a user-defined number of steps of being infected.

All unafraid agents move by selecting randomly from available spots. An
agent that is afraid will randomly select whether to hide or run with a user-
defined probability. A hiding agent remains in the same cell for a user-defined
number of time steps and does not interact with any of its neighbors. This
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Figure 3: Moore Neighborhood
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means that it can neither infect nor be infected regardless of the state of
its neighbors. An agent that runs selects a direction in a uniform random
manner and moves in that direction as best it can for a user-defined number
of steps.

At each time step every agent’s neighborhood is checked, the state of the
agent is updated accordingly, and the agent moves via the rules described
above. The number of susceptible, infected, removed, and afraid agents are
stored at each time step.

The partial differential equations that describe this system are:

∂Su

∂t
= ku∆Su − c1S

u(Iu + Ia)− c2S
u(Sa + Ia +Ra) + c3(S

a + Sh)

∂Sa

∂t
= ka∆Sa − c1S

a(Iu + Ia) + c2S
u(Sa)− c4S

a

∂Sh

∂t
= c4S

u(Ia = Sa +Ra)− c5S
u

∂Iu

∂t
= ku∆Iu − c6I

u + c1S
u(Iu + Ia)− c7I

u(Sa + Ia +Ra) + c8I
a

∂Ia

∂t
= ka∆Ia − c8I

a + c1S
a(Iu + Ia)− c9I

a + c10I
u(Sa + Ia +Ra) + c11I

h

∂Ih

∂t
= −c11I

h + c10I
u(Sa + Ia +Ra)− c12I

h

∂Ru

∂t
= ku∆Ru + c13R

a − c9R
u(Sa + Ia +Ra) + c8I

h

∂Ra

∂t
= ka∆Ra − c14R

a + c9R
u(Iu + Ia) + c11I

a

∂Rh

∂t
= −c14R

h + c9R
u(Sa + Ia +Ra) + c8I

h

0.5 Expected Results

By varying relevant parameters (time infected, time afraid, probability of
infection, probability of becoming afraid, probability of hiding), we expect
to find qualitatively different behavior at fairly well-defined values of the
parameters.
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If we make the agents afraid with probability 1 (and the agent always
hides) when it contacts an infected agent, set the time infected to 1 step
and the time afraid to a number greater than 1, then we can expect that the
infection will die out in 1 step. Increasing the time infected should not change
this at all until it becomes greater than the time spent afraid. On the other
extreme, if all agents run and become afraid with probability 1, infect with
probability 1 with a very high period of time of infection, we expect (and
observe) a universal pandemic with all agents eventually becoming infected.

Other values should produce other behaviors. One aim is to find param-
eter values such that decaying waves of infection are generated.

0.6 Actual Results

Due to time constraints we only varied two parameters, time spent afraid and
the probability of hiding. There appears to be a qualitative shift when the
time spent afraid is close to half that of the time infected. At that point, there
are fewer and fewer waves of infection generated and the graph of infection
people begins to look like a Bell curve. There seems to be three qualitatively
different behaviors for this parameter. For high values of the probability of
hiding, the infection almost always rapidly dies out. For low values of this
parameter, the graph smoothes and approaches a Bell curve. Intermediate
values show great volatility with waves of infection of unpredictable height.

The noisier data may be the result of the random motion of most of the
agents. When the program is run with probability zero of fear being spread
and other parameters are chosen appropriately, the resulting graph of the
number of infected people over time is similar to that of a one-dimensional
random walk and the noisy graphs above.

0.7 Future Work

The next steps to be taken are to vary the other important parameters and
view the results. Also, relating the parameters of the PDEs given above to
the ABM parameters would be useful. The noisiness of the data should be
explained, analytically if possible. A finer estimate of when the behavior
changes - and if the behavior changes abruptly - would be interesting as well.
Finding parameters to model the flu epidemic of 1918 where decaying waves
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Figure 4: Low Fear Time

Figure 5: Medium Fear Time
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Figure 6: High Fear Time

Figure 7: Low Probability of Hiding
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Figure 8: Medium Probability of Hiding

Figure 9: High Probability of Hiding
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of infection were generated would be a good test of this ABM. Changing the
model to include population density variation might prove useful in modeling
infection from one city to another, and might predictably produce waves of
infection that are not as stochastic as the data generated already.

The design and implementation of a genetic algorithm to find parameters
that produce something close to the flu epidemic of 1918 (without a person
looking at the graphs) might be a reasonable goal for the project and an
introduction to data mining or AI.

0.8 code

The following is the various Matlab m files used for the model.

function [A, S, I, R, F, Sa, Ia, Ra, Fa] = testinfect(siz, probpop, time, timeinfected, timeafraid, probinfect, probfearfear, probfearinfect, probhide)

A =rand(siz);

SAgents(1, 6) = 0;

IAgents(1, 6) = 0;

RAgents(1, 6) = 0;

FAgents(1, 4) = 0;

[A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = RandomPopulate_0(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents, probpop, probhide, 1, 1, timeinfected, timeafraid);

for i = 1:time

i

[A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = Move_randomt(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents);

[A, SAgents, IAgents, FAgents] = Infect(A, SAgents, IAgents, FAgents, probinfect, timeinfected, probfearinfect, probhide, timeafraid);

[A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = Fear(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents, probfearfear, probhide, timeafraid);

if i == 1

N(1) = (numel(SAgents) + numel(IAgents))/6;

end

imagesc(A);

pause(0.001);

I(i) = numel(IAgents)/6;

S(i) = numel(SAgents)/6;
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R(i) = numel(RAgents)/6;

F(i) = numel(FAgents)/4;

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

r = numel(RAgents)/6;

qqq = 1;

II = numel(IAgents)/6;

for j = II:-1:1 %search infected agents

IAgents(j, 4) = IAgents(j, 4) - 1; %reduce the infection time

if IAgents(j, 3) ~= 0 %for fear

IAgents(j, 5) = IAgents(j, 5) - 1; %reduce fear time

if IAgents(j, 5) <= 0 %if time afraid runs out

IAgents(j, 3) = 0; %set fear marker to no fear

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

for h = f:-1:1 %search fear agents

if FAgents(h, 1) == IAgents(j, 1)

if FAgents(h, 2) == IAgents(j, 2)

FAgents(h, :) = []; %remove the scared agent

end

end

end

end

end

if IAgents(j, 4) == 0 %if time infected is up

if IAgents(j, 3) ~= 0 %and it is afraid

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

for k = f:-1:1 %search afraid agents

if FAgents(k, 1) == IAgents(j, 1)

if FAgents(k, 2) == IAgents(j, 2)

FAgents(k, :) = [];%remove agent

end

end

end

end

RAgents(qqq + r, :) = IAgents(j, :); %move infected to removed

qqq = qqq+1;
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IAgents(j, :) = [];

end

end

SS = numel(SAgents)/6;

for j = 1:SS %check suscepts for fear

if SAgents(j, 3) ~= 0 %if agent is afraid

SAgents(j, 5) = SAgents(j, 5) -1; %reduce time afraid

if SAgents(j, 5) <= 0 %if time is up

SAgents(j, 3) = 0; %make unafraid

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

for k = f:-1:1

if FAgents(k, 1) == SAgents(j, 1)

if FAgents(k, 2) == SAgents(j, 2)

FAgents(k, :) = [];

end

end

end

end

end

end

RR = numel(RAgents)/6;

for j = 1:RR %check removed agents for fear

if RAgents(j, 3) ~= 0

RAgents(j, 5) = RAgents(j, 5) - 1; %reduce afraid time

if RAgents(j, 5) <= 0

RAgents(j, 3) = 0; %make unafraid

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

for k = f:-1:1

if FAgents(k, 1) == RAgents(j, 1)

if FAgents(k, 2) == RAgents(j, 2)

FAgents(k, :) = [];

break

end

end

end

end

end
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end

end

N(2) = (numel(SAgents) + numel(IAgents) + numel(RAgents))/6;

%N

SS = numel(SAgents)/6;

II = numel(IAgents)/6;

RR = numel(RAgents)/6;

FF = numel(FAgents)/4;

Fa =FAgents;

Sa = SAgents;

Ia = IAgents;

Ra = RAgents;

end

function [A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = Move_random(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents)

S = numel(SAgents)/6;

I = numel(IAgents)/6;

R = numel(RAgents)/6;

F = numel(FAgents)/4;

if size(SAgents, 1) ~= 0 %if there are some suscepts, search

for i = 1:S

x = SAgents(i, 1); %x and y are coords of this suscept agent

y = SAgents(i, 2);

[nh vals] = Neighborhood(A, x, y, 1); %search neighborhood

if SAgents(i, 3) == 0 %if agent is unafraid

q = 0; %find open adjacent spots

open = 0;

for j = 1:9 %search neighborhood for open positions

if vals(j) == 0

q = q+1; %column index

open(q, 1) = nh(j, 1); %matrix of open positions
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open(q, 2) = nh(j, 2);

end

end

if open == 0 %if no openings, stay put

newx = x;

newy = y;

else %otherwise, move to a random open spot

move = ceil(q*rand);

newx = open(move, 1);

newy = open(move, 2);

A(x, y) = 0; %if agent moves to a new spot, change old spot to zero

end

SAgents(i, 1) = newx; %set position of agent

SAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(newx, newy) = 1; %record this move in the matrix

elseif SAgents(i, 3) == 2 %if agent is afraid and running

x = SAgents(i, 1);

y = SAgents(i, 2);

newx = x; %default is to stay put if no decent position is found

newy = y;

p = rand;

switch (SAgents(i, 6)) %run in one of the 8 directions

case (1)

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

else

if vals(4) == 0
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newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (2)

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

else

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end

end

end

case (3)

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

else

if p<0.5
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if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (4)

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

else

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end
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end

end

case (5)

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

end

end

case (6)

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end
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else

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

end

end

case (7)

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

end

end

case (8)

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

else
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if p<0.5

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end

end

end

end

F = numel(FAgents)/4;

for aaa = 1:F %search scared agents to update the agents position

if FAgents(aaa, 1) == x

if FAgents(aaa, 2) == y

FAgents(aaa, 1) = newx;

FAgents(aaa, 2) = newy;

break %once afraid agent is found, get out of loop

end

end

end

SAgents(i, 1) = newx;

SAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(x, y) = 0;

A(newx, newy) = 1;

end

end

end

I = numel(IAgents)/6;
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if size(IAgents, 1) ~= 0 %search infecteds

for i = 1:I

x = IAgents(i, 1);

y = IAgents(i, 2);

[nh vals] = Neighborhood(A, x, y, 1);

if IAgents(i, 3) == 0 %if agent is unafraid randomly move

q = 0; %find open adjacent spots

open = 0;

for j = 1:9 %search neighborhood for open positions

if vals(j) == 0

q = q+1; %column index

open(q, 1) = nh(j, 1); %matrix of open positions

open(q, 2) = nh(j, 2);

end

end

if open == 0

newx = x;

newy = y;

else

move = ceil(q*rand);

newx = open(move, 1);

newy = open(move, 2);

A(x, y) = 0;

end

IAgents(i, 1) = newx;

IAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(newx, newy) = -1;

elseif IAgents(i, 3) == 2 %if agent is afraid and running

x = IAgents(i, 1);

y = IAgents(i, 2);

newx = x;

newy = y;

p = rand;

switch (IAgents(i, 6))
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case (1)

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

else

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (2)

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

else

if vals(3) == 0
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newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end

end

end

case (3)

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (4)

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0
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newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

else

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end

end

end

case (5)

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

end
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end

case (6)

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end

else

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

end

end

case (7)

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else
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if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

end

end

case (8)

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end

end

end

end

F= numel(FAgents)/4;

for aaa = 1:F

if FAgents(aaa, 1) == x

if FAgents(aaa, 2) == y

FAgents(aaa, 1) = newx;
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FAgents(aaa, 2) = newy;

break

end

end

end

IAgents(i, 1) = newx;

IAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(x, y) = 0;

A(newx, newy) = -1;

end

end

end

R = numel(RAgents)/6;

if size(RAgents, 1) ~= 0

for i = 1:R

x = RAgents(i, 1);

y = RAgents(i, 2);

[nh vals] = Neighborhood(A, x, y, 1);

if RAgents(i, 3) == 0 %if agent is unafraid

q = 0; %find open adjacent spots

open = 0;

for j = 1:9 %search neighborhood for open positions

if vals(j) == 0

q = q+1; %column index

open(q, 1) = nh(j, 1); %matrix of open positions

open(q, 2) = nh(j, 2);

end

end

if open == 0

newx = x;

newy = y;

else

move = ceil(q*rand);

newx = open(move, 1);

newy = open(move, 2);

A(x, y) = 0;

end
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RAgents(i, 1) = newx;

RAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(newx, newy) = 2;

elseif RAgents(i, 3) == 2 %else if afraid and running

x = RAgents(i, 1);

y = RAgents(i, 2);

newx = x;

newy = y;

p = rand;

switch (RAgents(i, 6))

case (1)

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

else

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (2)

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);
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else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

else

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end

end

end

case (3)

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);

newy = nh(2, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(2) == 0

newx = nh(2, 1);
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newy = nh(2, 2);

end

end

end

case (4)

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

else

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(1) == 0

newx = nh(1, 1);

newy = nh(1, 2);

end

end

end

case (5)

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);
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newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(3) == 0

newx = nh(3, 1);

newy = nh(3, 2);

end

end

end

case (6)

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end

else

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(4) == 0

newx = nh(4, 1);

newy = nh(4, 2);

end

end

end

case (7)

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);
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newy = nh(8, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

elseif vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

end

else

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

elseif vals(7) == 0

newx = nh(7, 1);

newy = nh(7, 2);

end

end

end

case (8)

if vals(9) == 0

newx = nh(9, 1);

newy = nh(9, 2);

else

if p<0.5

if vals(8) == 0

newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

elseif vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

end

else

if vals(6) == 0

newx = nh(6, 1);

newy = nh(6, 2);

elseif vals(8) == 0
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newx = nh(8, 1);

newy = nh(8, 2);

end

end

end

end

F = numel(FAgents)/4;

for aaa = 1:F

if FAgents(aaa, 1) == x

if FAgents(aaa, 2) == y

FAgents(aaa, 1) = newx;

FAgents(aaa, 2) = newy;

end

end

end

RAgents(i, 1) = newx;

RAgents(i, 2) = newy;

A(x, y) = 0;

A(newx, newy) = 2;

end

end

end

end

function [A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = RandomPopulate_0(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents, probpop, probhide, infect, afraid, timeinfected, timeafraid)

%takes environment matrix, susceptible agent matrix, infected agents matrix

%and populates the matrix, creates agents positions, infects a user defined

%number of agents and returns the environment matrix, suscept agent matrix,

%and infected agent matrix.

siz = length(A);

k = 0;

for i = 1:siz %populate matrix with susceptibles

for j = 1:siz

if A(i, j) < probpop
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k = k+1;

A(i, j) = 1;

SAgents(k, 1) = i;

SAgents(k, 2) = j;

else

A(i, j) = 0;

end

end

end

q = 0;

for i = 1:afraid %randomly choose agents to be afraid

q = q+1;

choose = ceil((numel(SAgents)/6)*rand);

FAgents(q, 1) = SAgents(choose, 1);

FAgents(q, 2) = SAgents(choose, 2);

FAgents(q, 3) = 0;

FAgents(q, 4) = choose;

SAgents(choose, 6) = ceil(8*rand); %set direction to run

SAgents(choose, 5) = timeafraid; %set time to be afraid

if rand<probhide %hide or run?

SAgents(choose, 3) = 1; %hide

else

SAgents(choose, 3) = 2; %run

end

end

q = 1;

for i=1:infect %infect some agents

choose = ceil((numel(SAgents)/6)*rand);

IAgents(q, :) = SAgents(choose, :);

IAgents(q, 4) = timeinfected;

A(SAgents(choose, 1), SAgents(choose, 2)) = -1;

SAgents(choose, :) = [];

q = q+1;

end

%set RAgents position
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choose = ceil((numel(SAgents)/6)*rand);

RAgents(1, :) = SAgents(choose, :);

A(SAgents(choose, 1), SAgents(choose, 2)) = 2;

SAgents(choose, :) = [];

end

function [indices, Neighborhood] = Neighborhood(A, x, y, radius)

siz = length(A);

if x == 1

xl = siz;

else xl = x - 1;

end

if y == 1

yl = siz;

else yl = y-1;

end

if x == siz

xu = 1;

else xu = x+1;

end

if y == siz

yu = 1;

else yu = y+1;

end

nx = [xl x xu];

ny = [yl y yu];

indices = [xl yl; x yl; xu yl; xl y; x y; xu y; xl yu; x yu; xu yu];

Neighborhood = A(nx, ny);
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end

function [A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents] = Fear(A, SAgents, IAgents, RAgents, FAgents, probfearfear, probhide, timeafraid)

S = numel(SAgents)/6;

I = numel(IAgents)/6;

R = numel(RAgents)/6;

F = numel(FAgents)/4;

ww= 0;

if size(FAgents, 1)~=0

%search scared agents

for i = 1:F

x = FAgents(i, 1);

y = FAgents(i, 2);

[nh vals] = Neighborhood(A, x, y, 1);

for j = 1:9 %search agents nh for agents

if j ~= 5 %do n’t include the agent itself

if vals(j) ~= 0

if rand < probfearfear %does the agent become afraid?

xx = nh(j, 1); %set xx and yy to that newly scared agents coords

yy = nh(j, 2);

if rand < probhide %hide?

flag2 = 1;

else

flag2 = 2; %or run

end

if A(xx, yy) == 1 %search suscepts if agent is suscept

for ind = 1:S

if SAgents(ind, 1) == xx

if SAgents(ind, 2) == yy

if SAgents(ind, 3) == 0

SAgents(ind, 6) = ceil(8*rand);

SAgents(ind, 5) = timeafraid;
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SAgents(ind, 3) = flag2;

if size(FAgents, 1) == 0

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

else

f = numel(FAgents)/4 + 1;

end

FAgents(f, 1) = xx;

FAgents(f, 2) = yy;

FAgents(f, 3) = 0;

FAgents(f, 4) = ind;

end

break

end

end

end

end

if A(xx, yy) == -1 %if agent is infected

for ind = 1:I

if IAgents(ind, 1) == xx

if IAgents(ind, 2) == yy

if IAgents(ind, 3) == 0

IAgents(ind, 6) = ceil(8*rand);

IAgents(ind, 3) = flag2;

IAgents(ind, 5) = timeafraid;

if size(FAgents, 1) ~= 0

f = numel(FAgents)/4 + 1;

else

f = numel(FAgents)/4;

end

FAgents(f, 1) = xx;

FAgents(f, 2) = yy;

FAgents(f, 3) = 1;

FAgents(f, 4) = ind;

end

break

end
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end

end

end

if A(xx, yy) == 2

for ind = 1:R

if RAgents(ind, 1) == xx

if RAgents(ind, 2) == yy

if RAgents(ind, 3) == 0

if size(FAgents, 1) ~= 0

ww = numel(FAgents)/4 + 1;

else

ww = numel(FAgents)/4;

end

RAgents(ind, 6) = ceil(8*rand);

RAgents(ind, 3) = flag2;

RAgents(ind, 5) = timeafraid;

FAgents(ww, 1) = xx;

FAgents(ww, 2) = yy;

FAgents(ww, 3) = 2;

FAgents(ww, 4) = ind;

end

break

end

end

end

end

%end

end

end

end

end

end

end

end
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